
To Whom It May Concern:,  

My name is Blaine John Bennett and I am looking for an opportunity to further my career 
with your elite organization, Verint. I have had unique opportunities to coach at the collegiate 
level, manage in a leadership & sales position, and expected to meet and execute monthly 
budgets. I believe my field experience and my education coupled with a strong work ethic and my 
willingness to adapt and take on multiple responsibilities and tasks makes me a strong candidate 
to be a positive addition to your team. One thing that has been a constant for me at any level of 
my career has been my ability to lead. I have experience learning on the fly and am expected to 
put that learning into teaching. My unique degree in coaching has given me not only an athletic 
concept, but a business and organizational leadership dynamic that helps me evaluate and 
enhance my team members, pushing them to be the best version of themselves. An opportunity 
with Verint would be no different as I would apply myself quickly, and ask questions frequently, 
creating a welcoming and cohesive environment for the people I am working with on a regular 
basis will be my daily priority. 

As a project manager, I will be expected to carry out multiple tasks and duties at once, 
and prove to be a flexible and resourceful leader who can be creative when needed, and delegate 
when necessary.  Leading a group and shuffling duties is something I am comfortable with, for 
example, during my time in South Dakota working in the athletic department I took on two roles 
as the Defensive Backs assistant coach and the equipment manager for the entire athletic 
program. I stepped on campus the first week of August, and within two weeks I was expected to 
learn an entire new defensive scheme, teach this defensive scheme to our players, and now take 
on the lead Equipment Manager role for the entire University, while myself never playing the 
position and this being my first experience coaching on the defensive side. This experience is one 
of many where I was expected to learn, teach, and lead all simultaneously. This was one of my 
early workplace challenges and it forced me to manage my time, understand proper delegation of 
tasks, as well as still achieve the expectation that I would deliver my time and coaching to my 
players. I received an exemplary exit interview by Stacy Collins, who is currently a part of the 
Utah State University football staff.  

Interpersonal communication and organizational skills are two qualities I perform at an 
efficient level. My “team first” attitude stems from both my athletic career as well as from the 
positions I have carried. I understand the importance of knowing my role, understanding the 
expectations, and executing them at a high level while keeping all who are involved on the same 
page and up to date on the tasks at hand. I also have the ability to timely finish tasks that are 
requested of me, to help coach and motivate others achieve their goals, and relate to others 
effectively. I believe these attributes would also have a positive influence on an organization as I 
do trust my many superiors and co-workers past and present would attest to these intangibles as 
being very obvious and consistent in my day-to-day performance. It is important for me to be 
coachable and learn while I further develop my skills and become a student of whatever the job 
tasks that lay in front of me, I believe my unique experiences and reliability as an employee make 
me an asset for many different roles.  

Thank you for your consideration. 

 
 



Blaine John Bennett  

3003 W Horizon Ave ▪ (509) 674-8817 ▪ bjbennett1515@gmail.com  

Coaching / Sales / Leadership  

 

Indeed Hiring Specialist I, II  
Staffmark, Scottsdale AZ  2020 - Present  

Expected to manage up to 50+ clients and 120+ requisitions at a time on a rotational basis, 
filling these requisitions on a weekly basis. duties and responsibilities as a hiring specialist 
involve weekly connect calls with clients, constant sourcing and screening of candidates, 
and taking on any administrative assistance and support our clients may need. 

- Relationship Building 
- Weekly metric expectations 
- Ability to work remotely, effectively and efficiently 
- Detailed communication and follow up with clients, candidates, and team members 

 

 

Fitness Sales Manager / Head Trainer  2015-2019 
Kirkland WA / Woodinville WA / Phoenix AZ  

Head of the fitness department as well as the lead trainer for the Gold's Gym Northwest 
Kirkland location, as well as the franchise’s signature club in Woodinville, and finally 
managing EOS Fitness’ signature ‘Cactus’ club in Paradise Valley AZ. Recruited by Dustin 
Ondrasek to join EOS Fitness in AZ, I took over a team of trainers that would reach 20, and 
expected to deliver a 6-figure monthly training budget. Completing Payroll, evaluating 
teammates, disciplining, hiring, and firing were also part of my expectations.  

- Organizational leadership 
- Customer and Client facing work environment 
- Payroll duties 
- Monthly budget expectations 
- Personal production expectations 
- Interviewing / Evaluating / Hiring / Firing 

 



Football Coach / Sports Performance / Equipment Management  
Rapid City SD / Spokane WA  2014-2015  

Coaching elite sports performance, I was expected to learn quickly and lead multiple teams 
throughout the summer of 2015. Managed multiple high school accounts in the greater Spokane 
and Tri - Cities, WA area. Expectations included designing and leading summer workouts, 
managing the sales and service accounts for the high schools in agreement with APX Strength. 

While at South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, I took on the challenge and managed 
all of the fall sports equipment needs while still completing my duties as football coach on the 
defensive staff. Equipment Manager duties included evaluation, repair, and replacement of all 
sports equipment, gameday and travel equipment management, delegating duties when 
necessary to the equipment management team (approx. 8 members on the team) 

- Recruiting 
- Multi-tasking leadership 
- Organizational leadership 
- Delegating  
- Results Driven Evaluation 

Physical Education Program Instructor  
Central Washington University (CWU), Ellensburg, WA.  Spring 2014  

At the end of my Undergraduate program, I was expected to lead a P.E. course, I completed with an 
exemplary review from Dr. Hiedi Henschel Pellett where I excelled in organizational leadership, content 
building, and communication.  This course included access to the weightroom, the fieldhouse, and the 
practice fields.  Utilizing all 3 spaces, while producing a 12 week course schedule with evaluation and 
grading duties included. 

- Hands on communication  
- Hands on teaching and demonstration 
- Creativity 
- Team Safety 

 
Education  
Central Washington University, Ellensburg, WA.  June 2014  

Masters In Progress - Administration , 2022  
Major - Bachelor of Science, Individual Studies: Coaching & Motor Skill Development  
Minor – Business Management  

Certifications: CSAC and CPR-AED First Aid  

Harrison High School, West Lafayette, IN.  May 2011  

 



Community Service  
● United Way - CWU Football Volunteer Activity  
● Food Drive to benefit F.I.S.H. Food Bank  
● Habitats for Humanity Volunteer  

References – Contact Info by Request  
● Jerry Galema, Athletic Director, Harrison High School  
● Mike Shandrick, Head Equipment Manager, Purdue University  
● Dustin Ondrasek, Area Manager, EOS Fitness  
● Stacy Collins, Special Teams Coordinator – Utah State University  
● Mark Holden, CEO – A & R Transport, IN.  
● Dr. Heidi Henschel Pellett, Program Advisor – Central Washington Univ.  
 


